It is well-known that the low energy string theory admits a non-singular solitonic super five-brane solution which is the magnetic dual to the fundamental string solution.
String theories in the long wavelength limit are described by various kinds of supergravity theories in D = 10. The supergravity equations of motion are well-known [1] [2] [3] to admit various black p-brane solutions which are essentially the black hole solutions of the dimensionally reduced low energy string effective action spatially extended to the ten dimensional theory. These solutions are usually characterized by two parameters related to the charge and the mass of the black p-branes. In the extremal limit as usual in the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole, the charge and the ADM mass of the p-branes are related to each other and the solutions become supersymmetric saturating the BPS bound. The extremal solutions of string effective actions are particularly interesting since their masses and the charges can be calculated exactly due to certain non-renormalization theorems of the underlying supersymmetric theories. Thus although these solutions are obtained from the low energy effective theory, they are quite useful to identify certain non-perturbative symmetries of string theory.
Low energy effective action of any string theory admits a fundamental string solution [4] and its magnetic dual the non-singular solitonic five-brane solution [5] [6] [7] [8] . These are the extremal limit, as we have mentioned, of the black string and black five-brane solution of the corresponding supergravity equations of motion. Since it is known that the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity theory is invariant [9] under an SL(2, R) group one can construct a more general string like as well as five-brane solutions using this symmetry group. We should like to mention that the SL(2, R) symmetry of type IIB string theory is a non-perturbative symmetry. It transforms the string coupling constant in a nontrivial way and therefore mixes up the different orders of string perturbation theory. A discrete subgroup of this SL(2, R) group has been conjectured to be the exact symmetry group of the quantum type IIB string theory [10] . Using this symmetry, Schwarz [11] has constructed an SL(2, Z) multiplet of string like solutions in type IIB string theory starting from the fundamental string solution. Both the string tension and the charge were shown to be given by the SL(2, Z) covariant expressions. Since the tension and the charge of these extremal solutions remain unrenormalized, it provides a strong support in favor of the conjecture that SL(2, Z) is an exact symmetry group of the quantum theory.
Given the symmetry of the type IIB theory, it is natural to expect that the solitonic five-brane solution should also form an SL(2, Z) multiplet as pointed out by Schwarz in ref. [11] . In this paper, we construct an infinite family of magnetically charged super five-branes, permuted by SL(2, Z) group, starting from the solitonic five-brane solution of string theory. These solutions are characterized by a pair of integers corresponding to the magnetic charges associated with the two three-form field strengths present in the NSNS and RR sector of the spectrum. When these two integers (q 1 , q 2 ) are relatively prime to each other, the five-brane solutions are shown to be stable and can be regarded as bound state [12] configuration of q 1 solitonic five-branes with q 2 D5-branes. The magnetic charge as well as the five-brane tension are shown to be given by SL(2, Z) covariant expressions.
This provides more evidence that SL(2, Z) is indeed an exact symmetry group of the quantum theory. The expression for the tension of these (q 1 , q 2 ) super five-branes has been envisaged by Witten [12] some time ago. We then discuss that similar five-brane solutions also exist in lower dimensional type II theory as expected by direct dimensional reduction.
The low energy effective action common to any ten dimensional string theory has the form:
Here g = (det g µν ), g µν being the canonical metric which is related to string metric by
R is the scalar curvature with respect to the canonical metric, φ is the dilaton and H (1) µνλ is the field strength associated with the Kalb-Ramond antisymmetric tensor field B (1) µν . These are the massless modes which couple to any string theory. For type II strings these massless modes belong to the NSNS sector of the spectrum. The equations of motion following from (1) are:
These low energy field equations can be solved by using certain ansatz on the metric and the field strength H
µνλ . By demanding that the metric be static, spherically symmetric which becomes flat asymptotically with a regular horizon, one can obtain both the electrically charged black string solution and the magnetically charged black five-brane solution from (2) -(4) as given below [3] 
for the string solution and
for the five-brane solution. Here i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 5. dΩ above are the metric on the unit seven dimensional and three dimensional spheres respectively. ǫ 7 and ǫ 3 are the corresponding volume forms. The ' * ' denotes the Hodge duality transformation. r + and r − are the two parameters related to the mass and the charge of the solutions. Thus eqs. (5) and (6) represent the two parameter family of black string and black five-brane solutions of string theory with an event horizon at r = r + and an inner horizon r = r − (where r + ≥ r − ). It is clear from the form of H (1) in (5) that the string solution is electrically charged whereas from (6) we note that the five-brane solution is magnetically charged.
We would like to mention that if the supergravity action contains a general (d + 1)-form field strength then the equations of motion derived from it can be shown to be invariant
So, the magnetically charged five-brane solution can be obtained from the string solution by using this duality transformation.
Since, e φ is the string coupling constant, the magnetically charged five-brane solution is a non-perturbative solution of weakly coupled string theory. Note that the solutions (5) and (6) are written assuming that the dilaton vanishes in the asymptotic limit, but we will restore the asymptotically constant value of the dilaton when we write the more general type IIB solution. Finally, we note that for r + > r − , the solutions are non-extremal and therefore non-BPS, but when r + = r − the solutions become supersymmetric saturating the BPS limit.
In the extremal limit the BPS saturated string solution given in (5) (with r + = r − ), was constructed previously by Dabholkar et. al. [4] . By going to the isotropic coordinate
− , we can rewrite the metric (5) in the extremal limit as,
with e −2φ = 1 + r 6 − ρ 6 . This is precisely the solution discussed in ref. [4] and clarifies the relation with the solution described in [3] . It is clear form (7) that in terms of the string
g µν , the above metric becomes flat transverse to the string direction. Also note that the solution (7) is singular since for ρ → 0, the radius of S 7 vanishes and the curvature blows up as ρ −2 . This is the reason that string like solution has been constructed [4] by coupling the supergravity action to a macroscopic string source.
This BPS saturated singular string like solution is also known as the fundamental string solution. By using the symmetry of the full type IIB string theory including the RR sector, Schwarz has constructed an infinite family of string like solutions starting from this fundamental string solution. In ref.
[13], we have pointed out that a similar infinite family of string solutions also exist in D < 10 type II string theory.
Let us next look at the black five-brane solution of string theory given in (6) . Note that in general the solution is invariant under the symmetry group R × SO(4) × E (5) where E(5) is the five dimensional Euclidean group. At the extremal limit, the solution acquires an extra boost symmetry and thus the symmetry group becomes SO(4) × P(6), where P(6) is the six dimensional Poincare group. So, only at the extremal limit the solution describes the BPS super five-brane and takes the following form:
In terms of the isotropic coordinate ρ 2 = r 2 − r 2 − the solution can be written as,
In the string frame G µν = 1 + g µν , the metric in (9) reduces to
Note that unlike the string solution, the super five-brane solution is regular as ρ → 0 since in this case the radius of S 3 is finite (r − ) and the curvature also remains finite (r
We would like to point out that the low energy string effective action we have considered in (1) can be regarded as a special case of more general type IIB action when the RR fields are included. Let us recall that the massless states of type IIB string theory in the bosonic sector consist of a graviton (G µν ), a dilaton (φ) and an antisymmetric tensor field (B (1) µν ) as NSNS gauge fields whereas in the RR sector it has another scalar (χ), another antisymmetric tensor field (B (2) µν ) and a four-form gauge field (A + µνρσ ) whose field strength is self-dual. It is well-known that the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity theory is invariant under an SL(2, R) group known as the supergravity duality group [9] . The four-form gauge field is a singlet under this duality group and it couples to a self-dual three-brane whose form has been derived in ref. [3] . Since we are interested in the fivebrane solution we set the corresponding five-from field strength to zero in what follows. In this case the type IIB supergravity equations of motion can be derived from the following covariant action [14] ,
We can rewrite the action (11) in the Einstein frame as follows:
µνλ + χH
It is to be noted that (12) reduces precisely to the effective action (1) when the RR fields are set to zero. Since (1) is a special case of (12), the five-brane solution obtained from
(1) (given in (6), (8) or (9)) can also be generalized for the type IIB theory. We are going to construct in the following these generalized solution of five-branes of type IIB theory.
The construction will be facilitated if we write the action (12) in the manifestly SL(2, R) invariant form as geiven below [11, 14] :
where M ≡ χ 2 + e −2φ χ χ 1 e φ represents an SL(2, R) matrix and
Also the supercript 'T ' represents the transpose of a matrix. The action (13) can be easily seen to be invariant under the following global SL(2, R) transformations:
where Λ = a b c d , with ad−bc = 1, represents a global SL(2, R) transformation matrix.
It is easy to check that under the transformation (14) , the complex scalar λ = χ + ie −φ and the two field strengths H
µνλ and H
µνλ transform as,
Also, it should be noted from the last term in the action (13) , that the charges associated with H (1) µνλ and H (2) µνλ should transform as Q → ΛQ or in components,
Note that the original solution (8) or (9) had one charge Q associated with H (1) = Qǫ 3 and this charge was quantized in some basic units. Now after the transformation (16) Q will no longer remain quantized. So, in order to recover the charge quantization [15] we modify the original charge by ∆ 1/2 (q 1 ,q 2 ) Q, where ∆ (q 1 ,q 2 ) is an arbitrary constant which will be determined later. The construction of the SL(2, R) matrix Λ can be motivated such that it properly reproduces the asymptotic value of the complex scalar λ 0 = χ 0 + ie −φ 0 , after the transformation, where φ 0 and χ 0 are the asymptotic value of the dilaton and the RR scalar. The relevant SL(2, R) transformation matrix then takes the form [11, 13] 
Here α is an arbitrary parameter which will be fixed from the charge quantization condition. Then from (16), we find the charges associated with H
µµλ and H (2) µνλ to be given as,
By demanding that the charges be quantized we find,
where q 1 and q 2 are integers. Using cos 2 α + sin 2 α = 1, (19) determines the value of ∆ (q 1 ,q 2 ) as,
where
Therefore, the charge of a (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane is given by an SL(2, Z) covariant expression
Note from (14) that the canonical metric does not change under the SL(2, R) transformation. However, since the charge Q is now replaced by Q (q 1 ,q 2 ) the metric given in (9) takes the following form:
The complex scalar field λ changes as
. Note that asymptotically as ρ → ∞, A (q 1 ,q 2 ) → 1 and therefore, λ → λ 0 as expected. The real and imaginary part of (23) give the transformed value of the RR scalar and the dilaton of the theory. Finally, the transformed value of the field strengths H (1) and H (2) can be obtained from (15) as,
which can be written compactly as follows,
Note from (25) that both sides of this equation has the right transformation property under SL(2, Z). We can also calculate the tension of a (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane by calculating the ADM mass per unit five-volume [8] . We note that in general the ADM mass is given by M = (3r 2 + − r 2 − ) and therefore, for the non-extremal case the mass and charge are independent parameters. But in the extremal case they are related since in that case, M = 2r 2 − = Q. We have seen in (21) that the charge of a (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane has been modified by ∆ 1/2 (q 1 ,q 2 ) Q and so in order to equate the mass with the charge, mass per unit five-volume i.e. the tension must also satisfy the similar relation:
where g s in the last expression of (26) denotes the string coupling constant. Note that since the five-brane solution is related to the string solution by φ → −φ duality transformation, the original string coupling constant g s is now given as e −φ 0 . Thus when χ = 0, the solitonic five-brane or (1, 0) brane tension is proportional to 1/ √ g s whereas D5-brane or (0, 1) brane tension is proportional to √ g s in the canonical metric. In the string metric, on the other hand, the tension of a general (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane is given by,
Here T (q 1 ,q 2 ) gets scaled by g −3/2 s because, it has the dimensionality of (length) −6 . Thus in the string metric, the tension of a solitonic five-brane is proportional to 1/g 2 s and the tension of a D5-brane is proportional to 1/g s as expected. This tension formula of a (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane has been envisaged by Witten in ref. [12] .
Thus starting from the solitonic five-brane solution, we have obtained an infinite family of five-brane solutions permuted by SL(2, Z) group in type IIB theory given by the metric and other field configurations in (22) -(25).
The stability of these (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane solutions can be understood along the same line as in the case of string solutions [13, 16] . Since the tension of a (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane is given in (26), it can be easily checked that when χ = 0, the five-brane tension satisfy the following triangle inequality
Such relation is quite typical of a BPS state. The equality holds when p 1 q 2 = p 2 q 1 or in other words when p 1 = nq 1 and p 2 = nq 2 , where n is any integer. Thus when q 1 and q 2 are relatively prime, the inequality prevents the five-brane state to decay into five-branes of lower masses. Since the charge of a (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane also satisfies similar relation (21) it can be readily checked again that when q 1 , q 2 are coprime the charge conservation can not be satisfied if the five-brane decay into multiple five-branes. Finally, we would like to mention that similar infinite family of five-brane solutions also exist in D = 9 and D = 8. The low energy effective action common to any string theory in D dimensions has the form:
The equations of motion following from (29) are given as:
By using the same ansatz on the metric as before one can obtain the magnetically charged five-brane solution in D dimensions of the form:
where A is a function of radial coordinate ρ only whose explicit form is given as:
where r − is the charge of the five-brane. Also, the field strength H (1) = Qǫ D−7 .
Since it is known that the toroidally compactified type IIB string theory also possesses the SL(2, R) invariance [17, 18] with the same transformation properties of H µνλ and the complex scalar λ and since the reduced action can be shown to be given by (29) when RR fields are set to zero, we can straightforwardly use the SL(2, Z) rotation to find the SL(2, Z) family of five-brane solutions starting from (33) and (34). The solutions in this case are very similar as in the ten dimensional case. (For the detailed construction of string solution in D < 10 see [13] .) It is clear from (33) and (34) that there are no solitonic five-brane solution for string theory in D < 8.
To conclude, we have constructed in this paper an SL(2, Z) family of super five-brane solutions in type IIB string theory starting from the known non-singular solitonic fivebrane solution. These solutions are characterized by a pair of integers corresponding to the magnetic charges associated with the two three-form field strengths in the NSNS and RR sector of the theory. We have shown that both the charge and the tension of a general (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane are given by SL(2, Z) covariant expressions. This provides more evidence in support of the conjecture that SL(2, Z) is an exact symmetry group of the quantum type IIB string theory. When the integers q 1 and q 2 are relatively prime, we have shown that the five-brane is stable since it is prevented from decaying into multiple fivebranes by a triangle inequality relation of both the tension as well as the charge associated with the five-brane. We have obtained the tension formula for a general (q 1 , q 2 ) five-brane as envisaged by Witten in ref. [12] . Finally, we have discussed that a similar family of five-brane solution also exists in D = 9 and D = 8 type II string theory.
